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TIL - A DSML for Tool Chains



The cornerstone of our approach is the Tool Integration Language (TIL), a domain specific modeling language for tool chains. TIL is intended to serve several purposes, but only a subset of them will be explored in this article. To put the TIL approach into perspective, we present all the purposes of the language: 1. Communication and Documentation: TIL models can be used to convey an envisioned or already existing tool chain to others. For fulfilling this purpose, TIL offers a graphical syntax and an interactive modeling workbench. 2. Design and Specification: TIL models can be used as a blueprint for constructing tool chains. For fulfilling this purpose, TIL offers concise and well-defined semantics. 3. Analysis: TIL models can be used to predict functional and non-functional properties (such as consistency, complexity, accuracy) of the tool chain. For envisioned tool chains, these properties can be assessed before the tool chain is built. For existing tool chains, the properties can provide guidance for improvements of the tool chain. The basics of these predictions are metrics. For fulfilling this purpose, TIL models offer concepts with a welldefined semantics to be able to define and perform meaningful quantitative measurements on tool chains. 4. Automated Generation: TIL models can be used as an executable specification of a tool chain. For this purpose a model transformation can map every concept of TIL to a component in the service-oriented implementation of the tool chain. In that way, TIL supports the building process of the tool chain. 5. Evolution: TIL models can be used to support the evolution of tool chains. Tool chains need to co-evolve with new versions of the tools they integrate. In addition, the tool chain should support switching from one development tool to a similar development tool of the competitor, and thus provide a way to overcome the problem of vendor lock-in. The formalized approach of TIL offers possibilities for automated evolution support. The focus of this article is on the language purpose 1, 2 and 4, while purpose 3 and 5 are part of future work. In section 1.1 we analyze the domain of tool integration in order to extract language concepts. In section 1.2 we briefly introduce the language concepts and proceed with a detailed explanation of their semantics in section 1.3. We introduce two styles of modeling with TIL in section 1.4: the implicit and explicit way of modeling. In section 1.5 we introduce the modeling workbench for TIL.



1.1



Domain Analysis for the Identification of TIL Concepts



In this section we perform an analysis [5] of the domain for our language, the domain of tool integration. We identify common patterns and building blocks 5



occurring in tool chains, since these are candidates for language concepts. In our assessment we employ a top-down approach to decompose tool integration into several high-level integration styles and into several integration aspects [16, 1], such as data and control integration. We will look into these different aspects and see how they contribute to potential language concepts. 1.1.1



Tool Integration Styles



The description of a tool chain is a tool-oriented view of the description of a development process and is thus tightly coupled to the description of a development process. A tool chain can be controlled by a background process, waiting to be activated from the outside by a user. As observed in [4], most processes in software engineering are of short duration and frequently performed. Automated processes of long duration (longer than 100 days) that are less frequently repeated (less than one execution per month) are rare. Tool chains should support both types of processes: • Small-scale tool chains built around the automated support of one particular engineering activity. An example is a tool chain for automating the interaction between tools in the verification phase. Such a tool chain may file bugzilla reports based on results from a tool for automated testing and a tool for formal verification. • Large-scale tool chains support the management of the product lifecycle. An example is the integration of diverse tools supporting requirements, design, implementation, testing, verification, maintenance and operation. A number of established styles for process integration are used today. These styles are not mutually exclusive and can be combined, when building a concrete tool chain. We introduce these styles here, in order to analyze them and identify common elements in them. • Integrated Datamodel : Tools map their data onto a common integrated repository with a unified datamodel [11]. A closely related approach are ontologies, where tools map their data to an ontology, which defines the relationships between the tool-specific ontology elements [10, 9, 12]. • Process Flows: Tools are connected to an integration bus and a workflow describes the exchange between different tools [11]. A special case is the service-oriented tool integration style: Each tool provides a proxy component, which exposes tool functionality and data as services. Services allow for a loosely coupled, decentralized architecture. From this analysis we deduce the language construct of a tool chain, which should allow for small-scale and large-scale tool chains and support the integrations styles for the integrated datamodel and process flows. 1.1.2



Data Integration



Data integration involves relating data from different tools. The degree to which the data is coupled can vary between different integration solutions: On one end of the spectrum, data of different tools is tightly integrated, where data is exchanged and transformed between different tools. On the other end of the 6



spectrum, data can be loosely integrated, with links or traces between different data elements. In the following we describe these two extremes on the spectrum in more detail. There can be integration solutions in between the two extremes. We must distinguish between the needs for data integration and technological solutions for realizing data integration. The needs for data integration can be divided into two classes: (1) tight data integration and (2) loose data integration. (1) Tight data integration is focused on the exchange of data between different tools. This allows the reuse of development data across different tools. If the tools support the same data structure, data exchange is easy. Usually data of different tools has a different structure and a translation of the data is necessary. For exchanging data between two tools A and B, there needs to be an overlap in the semantics of their tool data. Since data exchange needs to be semantics preserving, only the exchange of semantically equivalent data is sensible. (2) Loose data integration is focused on the tracing and linking of data from different tools. Compared to tight integration, no data is ”moved”. It allows relating data over the complete lifecycle, which is a prerequisite for model navigation and impact analysis. As detailed in [3], there are three technological solutions these needs of data integration: Tool adapters bring tool data into the technical space for integration. Transformations resolve structural differences between tools by mapping corresponding data. Trace links allows linking data between different tools. Transformations are used to satisfy need (1) and trace links are used to satisfy need (2). From this analysis we deduce the language concepts tool adapters, transformations and trace links. Tool adapters represent the data of the tool inside the tool chain, thus we have chosen not to represent tools explicitly. 1.1.3



Control Integration



Control integration allows tools to notify users, activate tools, call a specific functionality in another tool, trigger data exchange or trigger a transformation. Notification of a user can be as simple as sending an email to the user. Activation of a tool means starting the tool (with a set of parameters or input models), so the user can work with it. Calling a functionality in a tool means that some feature or function of a tool can be triggered. Similar to data integration, there needs to be a common technical space for integration, which allows unified access of control functionality from different tools, e.g. by a common communication protocol. A tool adapter makes the tool functionality available in the common technical space. We can distinguish two ways of modeling control flow: (1) sequential and (2) concurrent control flow. Sequential control flow defines an overall order of actions. Concurrent control flow is event-based and defines dependencies between events and actions. From this analysis we deduce the language concepts tool adapter, control channel for concurrent control and sequencer for sequential control. Tool adapters represent the functionality of the tool inside the tool chain, thus we have chosen not to represent tools explicitly.
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1.2



Overview of TIL Concepts



The domain analysis gave us a number of domain concepts which are candidates for language concepts. We introduce TIL in terms of abstract syntax, concrete syntax and semantics. The abstract syntax (metamodel) of TIL is presented as a class diagram in figure 1. The graphical concrete syntax of each language construct is introduced by a simple example in figure 2. The detailed semantics of each language construct is provided in section 1.3.



Figure 1: The TIL Metamodel represented as a Class Diagram



Figure 2: A simple TIL Model illustrating the Graphical Syntax of the Language Concepts In the following we give a brief overview of the TIL language concepts. The TIL language consists of two basic types: components and channels, where components are connected by channels. We distinguish between several types of components: Tool Adapters, Repositories, Tool Chains, Sequencers and Users. We differentiate Control Channels, Data Channels and Trace Channels. Con-
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trol channels connect different components, data channels and trace channels connect different tool adapters. • Tool Chain : 0 provides a container for all elements of a tool chain. Tool chains can be composed hierarchically. • Tool Adapter : 1 exposes both functionality and data of an integrated tool. A tool adapter metamodel specifies the data and the services exposed by the tool adapter. There are three special cases of tool adapters: – Discovered Tool Adapter: is a tool adapter that is already deployed on a server at the time of tool chain design. To bind this tool adapter to a tool chain, the designer specifies the deployment URI. – Binary Tool Adapter: is a tool adapter that has been developed previously and is shipped as a binary. It can be used as a library component. – Repository : 7 is special kind of binary tool adapter that provides storage and version management. • Control Channel : 2 describes a source event that triggers the invocation of a target service. A control channels only executes if the guard condition evaluates to true. • Sequencer : 3 realizes control flow by executing a sequence of services in a defined order. Incoming control channels trigger the execution of the sequencer, outgoing control channels can activate components in a predefined order. • User : 4 is a representative for the tool chain users of the tool chain. This concept is used to describe and limit the possible interactions of the real users with the tool chain. • Data Channel : 5 transfers data between tool adapters. A transformation can be attached to a data channel to resolve structural heterogeneities between the data of the tool adapters. • Trace Channel : 6 describes the possibilities for linking data between different tool adapters.



1.3



Semantics of TIL Concepts



The semantics of language concepts is based on the domain analysis presented in section 1.1. 1.3.1



Tool Chain



A tool chain is the central concept of TIL. Tool chains can be built hierarchically, where a parent tool chain contains a child tool chain. A tool chain provides a common technical space for integration to make data and functionality of all tools available. The technical space for integration is the set of all technology that is used to connect data and functionality provided by different tools.
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1.3.2



Component



Language concepts such as tool adapter, repository, data channel, user and sequencer have in common that they inherit from the TIL concept component. A component needs to provide a number of basic services listed in table 1. Service init() activate() register(String event, Runnable r) getEvents()



Meaning of the Service initializes the component activates the component register an event listener returns all event listeners



Table 1: Overview of the Minimum Set of Services of a TIL Component



1.3.3



Tool Adapter



In TIL a tool adapter is a representative (stub or proxy) of the tool inside the tool chain. Tools can be described in terms of the data and the functionality they provide. In service-oriented tool integration the tool adapter makes data and functionality of the tools available as services. Tool adapters can be built for any tool: Some tools would do analysis of models and generate results. Other tools might perform synthesis, e.g. for existing transformations such as code generators. Any kind of tool functionality that should be integrated is exposed as a service. Tool adapters make two kinds of adaptation: (1) they adapt between the technical space of the tool and the technical space of integration for both data and functionality and (2) they adapt the structure of the tool to the structure defined by the tool adapter metamodel. In the following we explain both kinds of adoption in detail. (1) The tool adapter adapts both the data and the functionality of the tool so it is accessible within the technical space of integration. TIL assumes that there is only one technical space for integration in a tool chain. The tool adapter has two interfaces: an internal interface towards the tool and an external interface towards the tool chain. The content of the external interface is described by the tool adapter metamodel, the technical representation is determined by the technical space of integration. The internal interface towards the tool is usually dictated by the way the tool makes functionality and data available to the outside world. This can be for example APIs, command line parameters, files, a plug-in architecture, frameworks or web services. (2) The tool adapter only needs to expose the data and functionality of the tool that is relevant in the context of the tool chain. In each tool chain, different data and functionality of a tool are relevant. This kind of adaption mainly concerns the scope of the tool adapter and affects mainly the external interface and thus has implications for the design of the tool adapter metamodel. The tool adapter metamodel needs to be designed in such a way that it is possible to represent the data and functionality needed in this particular tool chain. It is usually not feasible to represent all imaginable data and functionality of the tool in the tool adapter. This requires a balance of currently required functionality, future possibility for integration and effort of implementation. By selecting the exposed data and functionality, a tool adapter describes the role that the tool
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has in the tool chain. Each role that a tool can play, is characterized by a set of services and the data. Thus, the tool adapter metamodel needs to be designed in the context of the tool role. The tool adapter metamodel is a central part in specifying the external interface of the tool adapter and thus every aspect of the tool that will be available within the tool chain. (1) The tool adapter metamodel describes all data elements and their attributes that are exposed as services by this tool adapter. This tool adapter metamodel does not need to be a 1:1 mapping to the tool. In an EMF tool adapter metamodel, data is described by EClasses, EReferences and EAttributes. (2) The tool adapter metamodel also lists the tool functionality that should be made available by this tool adapter. In an EMF tool adapter metamodel, functionality is described in terms of EOperations and EParameters. (3) The tool adapter metamodel also describes deployment specific information. Each tool adapter needs to provide at least the services listed in table 2 and since every tool adapter is a component, it also needs to include the services listed in table 1. In addition, the tool adapter exposes individual data-services for all metaclasses in the tool adapter metamodel that allow accessing (read, write, modify, list) the exposed tool data. We support a hybrid approach to data integration that supports both fine-grained and coarse grained access to the data. Coarse-grained data access provides access to the complete model and fine-grained data provides access to individual metaclasses. The tool adapter also provides the control-services specified in the tool adapter metamodel that allow accessing the exposed functionality of the tool. Service extractData() injectData(String content)



Meaning of the Service provides a serialization of all tool data defined by the tool adapter metamodel loads the data supplied as content parameter into the tool



Table 2: Overview of the Minimum Set of Services of a Tool Adapter



1.3.4



Repository



The repository tool adapter provides storage and version management. It can represent repositories for version management systems such as CVS (Concurrent Versioning System), SVN (Subversion) and systems for PDM (Product Data Management), PLM (Product Lifecyle Management) or ALM (Architecture Lifecyle Management). Data can be read and written from a repository by a data channel. In addition each repository can expose services, e.g. for accessing logs or older versions. Currently an SVN repository is implemented. 1.3.5



Control Channel



TIL describes the control flow of a tool chain by control channels and sequencers. Control channels are described by a source component (caller), an onCall event triggered by the source service, a target component (callee) and the target service. The control channel allows for event-driven programming: The control flow starts when the onCall event is triggered by the source service. The control channel will then call the target service in the target. The relationship between events and services is as follows: every service has an onCall event associated with it. This event is triggered right after the service 11



has been executed. For example if a tool adapter Simulator defines a service called simulate, an event onCall(simulate) is created. This event can be used trigger any control channel originating from the tool adapter Simulator. A guard can be specified for each control channel, to realize conditional execution. The guard is an expression of type boolean. The control channel only executes if the guard evaluates to true. The tool chain keeps an execution trace of all channels. In the guard expression we can access the trace through the variables specified in table 31 Variable previous.source previous.target previous.event previous.servicename previous.servicevalue current.source current.target current.event current.servicename



Meaning of the Variable Name of the source component of the previous channel Name of the target component of the previous channel Name of the activating event of the previous channel Name of the service of the previous channel Return value of the service of the previous channel Name of the source component of the current control channel Name of the target component of the current control channel Name of the activating event of the current control channel Name of the service of the current control channel



Table 3: Overview of the Meaning of Control Flow Variables For control channels an activator component and a target component are mandatory, guards, events and services are optional, an unspecified guard evaluates to true. If a source or target service is not specified, the default service activate is assumed. The semantics of the activate event is presented in table 4. The arguments to the service can either be values or the variables defined in 3. Activator Component User Tool Adapter Repository Sequencer Data Channel



Meaning of activate Event The user has started to interact with the tool chain The tool has been started The repository has been started The sequencer has been started The transformation/copy has been started



Table 4: Overview of the Meaning of activate Events



Target Component User Tool Adapter Repository Sequencer Data Channel



Meaning of activate Service Sends a mail to the user. Shows the UI of the tool Shows status information of the tool Triggers the sequencer to call all outgoing control channels Transfers the data and executes the transformation if necessary



Table 5: Overview of the Meaning of activate Service In the domain analysis we distinguished two ways of modeling control flow: sequential and concurrent control flow. TIL provides support for both sequential and concurrent control flow. It is the responsibility of the tool chain designer to determine whether a desired control flow should be modeled in a sequential or in 1 The



values of previous.* might be empty.
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a concurrent manner. The different types of control flow can also be combined. Concurrent control flow is modeled by control channels and the onCall event of services. Sequential control flow is modeled by sequencers described in the next section. 1.3.6



Sequencer



Sequencers model sequential control flow, which explicitly defines the order in which services are called. A sequencer is activated by any one of its incoming control channels. Note, that the sequencer does not have a join semantics to synchronize parallel activities. When a sequencer is activated by an incoming control channel, it calls all outgoing control channels in the predefined order. For this reason a sequencer defines events named 0,1,2, etc., which indicate the order in which they will be called. Outgoing control channels from the sequencer can register for these events. Sequencers can be stacked when the outgoing control channel of the sequencer activates the next sequencer. The sequencer makes a synchronous call and only triggers the next event in the sequence, after the previous control channel returned. 1.3.7



User



The TIL concept of a user describes how the tool chain is used. Typically several users are defined in a tool chain. Users are connected via control channels to tool adapters, sequencers or data channels. Outgoing control channels from the user denote services invoked by the user. The user can trigger these calls via the web-interface of the tool chain. Incoming control channels to a user denote a notification sent to the user, e.g. by e-mail. 1.3.8



Data Channel



Data channels specify the source and target tool adapter, the source service in the source tool adapter for extracting tool data and the target service in the target tool adapter for injecting tool data. To execute a data channel at runtime, it needs to be activated by a control channel. As a byproduct of the data exchange over the data channel a trace may be created if a trace channel between the same source and target tool adapters is present. Data flow is expressed by the TIL concept of a data channels. It denotes that data is transfered from a source tool to a target tool. A data channel extracts the source data from the source tool adapter, using the source service. As source service any service of the tool adapter that provides data can be used. In particular the services generated from the tool adapter metamodel can be used, either a coarse-granular service that provides the complete tool data or a fine-granular service that provides parts of the tool data. If a model transformation is specified, it is applied on the source data and produces target data. If no transformation is specified, then the source data equals the target data. The target data is finally submitted to the target tool by supplying it as an argument to the target service. The data channel just specifies how data is transfered, but not when. The data channel needs to be triggered by a control channel to specify the time of execution. Since services are used for extracting data from the source tool and inject data into the target tool, data channels also have control flow semantics. If no 13



source service is specified explicitly, we assume the default value extractData(), which extracts all data, and if no target service is specified explicitly, we assume the default value is injectData(data), which replaces the complete tool data with the supplied data. 1.3.9



Trace Channel



A trace channel describes at design time of the tool chain the possibility to establish trace links between tool data of a specified type at runtime of the tool chain. The trace channel connects a source tool adapter and a target tool adapter. This type of trace link is specified by a list of source metaclasses defined in the source tool adapter metamodel and a list of target metaclasses in the target tool adapter metamodel. An update strategy specifies how tool data is treated when source or target data change. The update strategy specifies a direction (source-to-target, target-to-source, bi-directional) and the action (delete-on-delete, delete-on-change, keep), where keep is the default action. In order to create a trace, a trace channel needs to be activated by a control channel. The trace is created at runtime of the tool chain. A trace channel needs to be activated via a control channel. If the activating control channel originates from a user, a UI will be shown for the user to create traces between the specified type of data. If the activating control channel originates from a data channel, the traces are a byproduct of the model transformation and the traces will be created according to the source-target relations of the associated model transformation.



1.4



Implicit and Explicit Modeling in TIL



Some language construct in TIL offer modeling shortcuts, so modeling is even more efficient. We call these shortcuts implicit modeling. All implicit language concepts can be translated into explicit representations. This step could be realized as an endogenous model transformation, where the source and target metamodel are the same, both are TIL models. Simple implicit modeling concepts leave out data, which is then completed by default values. If the attributes source service and target service are not specified in the control channel, they are set to activate. If the attributes source service and target service are not specified in the data channel they are set to the services extractData and injectData, to access the complete tool data. If there is a repository, but there are no data channels to that repository, we assume that data should be injected into the repository after each data channel in the model has been triggered. In this case we do the following: for each data channel X in the TIL model we add another data channel Y (Y.source service = X.target service, Y.target service = repository); we also had a control channel Z to trigger the newly added data channel Y (Z.source service = X.target service, Z.event = X.target service, Z.target service = Y, Z.service = Y.activate). In the future we would like to experiment with more complex implicit modeling concepts. If a data channel between two tool adapters with different metamodels does not have a model transformation specified, we would like to calculate the missing transformation based on the two tool adapter metamodels. Implicit modeling has both advantages and disadvantages: Since implicit modeling makes assumptions, we do not have as much control as with explicit
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modeling. On the other hand implicit modeling makes the model simpler to design, makes the model more easy to understand and helps to handle complexity by hiding irrelevant information.



1.5



TIL Workbench



To support the tool chain designer, we have implemented the TIL workbench (see figure 3). It consists of the TIL language as an EMF metamodel and a graphical modeling environment for TIL in Eclipse, based on the graphiti framework. The TIL workbench enforces the abstract syntax and ensures that TIL models are internally consistent.



Figure 3: The TIL Workbench
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Generating Service-Oriented Tool Chains with TIL



To support the realization of tool chains, we define a generator that converts a TIL model to an executable tool chain. It is even possible to define several generators, where each one realizes the tool chain using different technology. The generator we describe in the following produces a tool chain with a service oriented architecture. This architecture provides flexibility and extensibility and is a way to achieve platform independence. At the same time, the implementation of service-oriented architectures imposes an overhead, as it requires a number of descriptors such as WSDL and configuration files. All necessary information is in the TIL model, so these files can be generated automatically. A generative approach as proposed here has the potential to increase the efficiency of building tool chains compared to manual implementation. The TIL model is independent of a particular implementation, but as soon as we want to make the model executable, we have to make some decision about the underlying technical space, platform, formalisms, frameworks, etc. In section 2.1 we motivate our decision for mapping a TIL model to a service-oriented architecture.
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The generator itself is heterogeneous and consists of different kinds of generator components, for example Java-based generators, ATL model transformations and Acceleo model-to-text transformations. In section 2.3 we describe the process and architecture of the generator. The generator maps each language construct of TIL to a part of the executable specification of the the tool chain. The executable specification is also heterogeneous, since different formalisms (such as Java, BPEL, WSDL) are used for representing the different language concepts of TIL. Despite the heterogeneity in the components, the result needs to be an internally consistent tool chain. In sections 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 we describe the generation of different parts of the service oriented architecture from TIL language concepts.



2.1



The Implementation Architecture of the Tool Chain



We have chosen a service-oriented implementation architecture for its desirable runtime characteristics. However, there are several ways to realize serviceoriented tool chains. We have chosen to use an OSLC-style target architecture since it is an open standard. We have chosen to use the Service Component Architecture (SCA), since it allows for an effective traceability solution described in section 2.2. Both OSLC and SCA are introduced in the following. • Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) [13] is an emerging industry association that aims at standardizing different parts of tool integration solutions, such as directory services, data formats and even data structures. We follow the recommendations of OSLC and make extensions to the data structures and control integration. OSLC proposes a RESTful architecture [6], based on resources which can be manipulated via HTTP methods GET, POST, DELETE, UPDATE, etc. OSLC also proposes RDF as the underlying data format for resources. OSLC specifies a directory service called OSLC Service Provider for listing resources, factories for creating new resources of a specific type and a way to query for resources. The entry point for the directory service is the URL of the OSLC Service Provider Catalog, which lists all OSLC Service Providers. • Service Component Architecture (SCA) [2] is a component model for implementing and composing services in a variety of formalisms. SCA handles heterogeneity by decoupling the application business logic and the service calls. SCA allows us to create components which expose RESTful web services. The SCA assembly model consists of composites, components, services and references. A composite is the unit of deployment in SCA and contains a number of components. Components provide services that can be accessed remotely. Components contain the business logic and may depend on services that are provided by other components. Components can bind to the services defined by other components via references. The referenced components can be either defined within the same composite or somewhere else, where they are reachable via the web. SCA related information is specified both as a separate composite file and as annotations in Java interfaces and classes. We use SCA implementation FraSCAti [15], which also allows remote deployment, introspection at runtime and reconfiguration at runtime.
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SCA allows us to define RESTful services and bindings, which makes it possible to implement an OSLC-style tool chain using the SCA component model. The generator maps each TIL language construct to both an SCA service (interface) and an SCA component (implementation). The components have appropriate SCA references to other SCA services they use. The complete tool chain is an SCA composite, which packages all components and services. Using the binding mechanism of SCA it is even possible to bind for example to a tool adapter deployed on a different machine. We found that both OSLC and SCA are appropriate technologies for realizing service-oriented tool chains. On the flip side, service-oriented architectures introduce overhead that complicates development, as they require a number of configurations, annotations and descriptors (e.g. WSDL). To handle this overhead efficiently, we generate the configurations, annotations and descriptors by MDD techniques and generators.



2.2



Traceability between TIL and SCA



We differentiate between design time concepts and runtime concepts. Design time concepts are the concepts that we use for modeling the tool chain in TIL and runtime concepts are the concepts that are available during execution of the tool chain. SCA components are runtime concepts and can even be introspected, adjusted and remotely deployed at runtime. Since SCA components are runtime concepts we can use them to build a simple but effective traceability solution: The generator is implemented as s a 1:1 mapping between main TIL design time concepts and SCA runtime components. The main TIL concepts with a 1:1 mapping are tool chains, tool adapters, data channels, trace channels and repositories. TIL concepts are high-level concepts from the domain of tool integration and SCA components are mostly low-level Java implementations. Thus, traceability between high-level design concepts and low-level implementation is ensured by the generator. Such traceability links are made possible by a combination of (1) the DSML approach, as it provides the high-level domain concepts and (2) the SCA component model, as it provides the implementation concepts, which are available both at design time and at runtime. Traceability is important to achieve for a number of reasons. Traceability helps with debugging, since low-level concepts can be mapped to the high-level architecture. Maintenance is supported by these trace links, since a developer can trace from an error in the source code of an SCA component directly to the corresponding high-level construct in TIL. Traceability also supports logging at the runtime of the tool chain. In these logs we can use the TIL concepts which represent domain concepts, instead of implementation concepts. As a result, the logs are better understandable by the user.



2.3



Overview of the Generation Process



Given a TIL model, we can generate the following parts of the tool chain, as depicted in figure 4. • For each tool adapter we generate the following information based on the assigned tool adapter metamodel:
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– Java data model for storing the tool data that is exposed by the external interface of the tool adapter – Java code with RESTful annotations (according to JAX-RS [14]) for the external interface of the tool adapter. Skeletons are created for services to read, write and update the data and services to access the functionality of the tool, as specified in the tool adapter metamodel. – OSLC Resource Shapes, for each class in the tool adapter metamodel – OSLC Service Providers as a directory service for all services and all resources that are served by this tool adapter – OSLC Service Catalog as an entry point for the directory service of this tool adapter – WSDL (Web Services Description Language) file is created for BPEL orchestration. We create a web-service wrapper for each SCA component due to the fact that REST is not natively supported by BPEL. • For each data channel, we create the SCA component, SCA service and WSDL. In addition we generate the Java code for executing the appropriate model transformation engine. • For each trace channel, we create the SCA component, SCA service and WSDL. In addition we generate the Java code for extracting data from the source and target tool adapter, a UI for the user to create trace links. • All control channels and sequencers together are used to create a description of the control flow. This can either be a Java code with RESTful annotations or BPEL code. In any case we create an SCA service and an SCA component for them. • For the tool chain we create an SCA composite which packages all involved SCA components and SCA services. The only part of the tool chain that is not generated is the internal part of the tool adapter, see section 2.4.



2.4



Tool Adapter



Generated tool adapters are used for generating source code for a new tool adapter. After the source code has been generated for the tool adapter, the tool chain binds to the generated and then compiled source code. The tool adapter consists of an external and an internal part. The external part is built around the external interface, which describes services for accessing both tool data and tool functionality. The external part can be completely generated from the information available in the tool adapter metamodel. The external part contains the external interface with Java annotations, which make up the SCA service, the skeletons methods of the SCA component implementing the external interface and parts of the implementation for data conversion into different formats (XMI, RDF, JSON), a library for ID-handling to map external IDs to tool data elements. It also contains OSLC resource shapes, which describe the data structures in an OSLC conform way, an OSLC service catalog which provides an entry point for the listing of 18



Figure 4: Overview of the Generation Steps



Figure 5: Architectures and Context of the Tool Adapter
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services and resources provided by the tool adapter. A WSDL file describing the external interface can be generated. All data specified in the tool adapter metamodel is automatically exposed as a RESTful web service. Each data is both exposed (1) fine granular for each metaclass and (2) coarse granular for the complete model. The internal part needs to be manually implemented, as it is individual to each tool and can not be generated. We use protected regions of the model transformation tool, to protect this manually added code from being overwritten when the external part is re-generated. For efficiency reasons, it is desirable to have an internal part that is as small as possible. This is why we define templates for different types of tools, that provide partial implementation of the internal part. • Command-line tool: The template provides ways to start the tool and provide parameters, provide the input file as a command line argument and read the output data from the console or a file. • Eclipse plugin tool: The template is an Eclipse plugin, which uses the webserver of the RESTlet API to start a webserver inside the plugin and expose functionality from within Eclispe. • RMI based tool: The template provides a library to access functionality and data via RMI. • WSDL based tool: The template provides a library to access functionality and data via a web service defined by WSDL. 2.4.1



Binary Tool Adapter



Binary Tool Adapters are tool adapters that have already been developed previously and are shipped as a binary. The tool chain binds to the binary tool adapter by linking to it. Since all code is already available in the jar file, no code needs to be generated for it. Only a binding needs to be created in the SCA composite file. 2.4.2



Discovered Tool Adapter



Discovered Tool Adapters are already deployed on a server at the time of tool chain design. The tool chain designer specifies the deployment URL and also the tool adapter metamodel of this tool adapter. The tool adapter metamodel is used to generate the SCA service, realized as a Java interface, which is used as a stub to the deployed tool adapter. In the SCA composite file, a binding to the deployment URL is made.



2.5



Control Channel and Sequencer



Both sequential and concurrent control flow are mapped to a BPEL process. Sequential control flow realized by control channels and sequencers are mapped to  constructs in BPEL. Sequencers themselves are not represented in BPEL, but we achieve the same semantics with the BPEL . Since the sequencer in between is removed, we need to combine information from the control channel that is activating the sequencer and all outgoing links from the 20



sequencer, as depicted in figure 6. This mapping needs to be transitive, to support several sequencers that are chained together.



Figure 6: Transforming a control channel into BPEL Control channels that are not connected to a sequencer represent concurrent control, they are represented as  constructs in BPEL. The target service of a control channel is represented as an  constructs in BPEL and the source service of a control channel is represented as a . The simple illustrative example in figure 6 does not take parameter and result handling into account.



2.6



Data Channel



The data flow of the tool chain is described by data channels. Data channels are implicit language conceptts, they first need to be translated into explicit language concepts. A data channel is a short notation for a transfer of data, which might involve a model transformation, if it has been defined. The explicit representation of a data channel is a tool adapter for a model transformation engine, as depicted in figure 7. Once the model transformation tool adapter is activated, it collects the source model from the source tool adapter using the source service. The data is usually provided in RDF format and is converted to XMI. It executes the transformation, converts the results to RDF and provides them to the target tool adapter, using the target service. If source service is empty, we assume the default extractData and if target service is empty, we assume injectData.



Figure 7: Transforming a data channel into explicit TIL concepts The source code for the data channel can be generated completely. This 21



involves extracting the data using the source service in the source tool adapter, instantiating and calling the model transformation engine with appropriate parameters and injecting the result of the model transformation into the target tool adapter using the target service. We support a number of model transformation engines, such as ATL, Acceleo, Henshin and QVT-operational. Another aspect of data integration is the choice of the technical space for data. We transparently handle different data formats, such as EMF/XMI and OSLC/RDF. The transformations between those technical spaces are defined both for models (resources) and for metamodels (resource shapes). Mappings between EMF and RDF have been defined e.g. [7, 8]. In contrast to these approaches we need to map not only between EMF and RDF, but we map between EMF and RDF+OSLC. OSLC introduces additional restrictions for the RDF.



2.7



Trace Channel



If the trace channel is activated by a user, it gets all relevant tool data of relevant type using the the source service and target service. The data is presented to the user in a GUI, source data on the left, target data on the right, and a list of established traces in the bottom. The user can create, update or delete traces. Traces are stored and version managed in the repository. If a trace channel is activated by a data channel, the traces will be created automatically according to the source-target relations of the associated model transformation and stored in the repository The trace channel listens to any events that change the tool data and runs the specified update strategy.



2.8



Support for Different Tool Integration Frameworks



We need to differentiate the independence of the language and the independence of the generators. The language describes the tool chain independently of a particular tool integration framework. Thus the tool chain is not bound or locked-in to use a particular tool integration framework. The language independence is achieved by the abstraction of the language as a result of the domain analysis 1.1. Generators are specific for a particular integration framework. So far we have implemented one generator, but generators for other tool integration frameworks are realizable. It is possible to exchange one framework against another one by providing a new TIL generator for supporting another framework and the tool chain will be available on the new environment. The domain specific modeling approach approach allows switching to a new integration framework without the need to change the TIL model. The approach also provides the opportunity to generate several implementations from the same higher level specification. This allows us to create tool chains for different and competitive tool integration frameworks, such as IBM Jazz/OSLC or Fraunhofer/ModelBus, from the same high-level specification. The user can choose which framework will be used for particular solution. In summary, the language is independent, but the generators are specific for a tool integration framework.
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